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How can I get on Twitter? 

• Apple Products: Official Twitter app, Echofon

• Android Products: Official Twitter app, Carbon

• Computer: TweetDeck (tweetdeck.com) and
Hootsuite (hootsuite.com)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Twitter is meant to be a mobile social network, while it can be accessed on your computer, I suggest using Twitter on a mobile device or tablet. Suggestion: Use Twitter official app and if you feel like being adventurous, try the other apps out there. There are thousands. 



Twitter Terms 
• Tweet: Any post on Twitter

• Follower: Someone who “subscribes” to your
activity

• Timeline: A chronological list of tweets YOU have
posted or retweeted

• News Feed: A chronological list of all tweets
PEOPLE YOU FOLLOW have posted or retweeted



More Twitter Terms 
• @username: Twitter’s way of directing a

tweet to a specific user

• #hashtag: Not directed to an individual user,
adds a “topic” to the tweet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Username: All users have a usernameHashtag: Adds a topic to the tweet, hashtags can be searched on Twitter and topics “trend” based on how often a hashtag is tweeted. 



Comparison to Email 

*You cannot actually email a Tweet, you must Tweet from an Twitter app or website

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I wanted to show you this so I can make parallels to something you all regularly use. The difference between a tweet and an email is that tweets are not private.



Anatomy of a Tweet 

• Reply: A direct message to user, visible to
everyone who follows you

• Retweet: “Sharing”, makes other user’s tweet
visible on your timeline and to your followers

• Favorite: Tells owner of tweet that you like
this, not visible on your timeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you reply to a tweet, your message appears in the user’s inbox. When you retweet someone’s tweet, you basically post their tweet to your timeline so your followers can see it if they do not follow the original user.Favorite is similar to a Facebook like. It basically says “I like this”. 



“Rules of Twitter” 

• There are NO rules

• Remember that tweets are public

• “Join a Community”

• Be social!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are no rules! Tweet about whatever you want feel like. While people may not be interested, make sure you tweet for yourself and not others. If you tweet content, make sure the source is credible. To really gain a strong reputation, trust is key. Tweet links, promote others, share things relevant to your interests. Remember that tweets are public and your account should not be private. This is a social network and although there is a degree of anonymity. Imagine Twitter as an extension of the “physical you”. What I mean by this is follow people who have common interests. If you are interested in Syracuse basketball, follow accounts related to this. However, don’t be afraid to be multi-dimensional. People are not one dimensional and your Twitter should be the same. If you like sports, educational technology, and cooking then tweet about all of these things. The more people you follow, the more enjoyable Twitter will be. Be social. Interact with others and don’t be afraid to ask for engagement. Its ok to ask your followers questions. It is also alright to follow and interact with people you don’t know personally. 



Challenge 

Tweet at least once a day! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My challenge to you is to tweet at least once a day. At first you may want to just follow profiles that share common interests and only tweet about things that you are passionate about. However, once you are immersed and have a better understanding of Twitter, you will quickly realize how to use this in a professional setting. Twitter and social networks in general allow you to have personal interactions with people without being in their presence physically. The possibilities for how you use Twitter (personally and professionally) are endless. 



Connect with Me 

• Include @OCMBOCESSLS and #AskDave in a
Tweet and I will answer all questions I receive

An example tweet of a Question 
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